Where to Take Your First
Post-Pandemic Couples Trip,
Based on Your Horoscope
Let the cosmos guide you to your romantic vaxication
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The pandemic has been tough on everyone, but particularly a strange time for couples, no matter
how solid your relationship felt going into it. Dynamics quickly shifted, with a lot of lovebirds finding
themselves cooped up in tight spaces together, coping with WFH schedules and stress, or even
dealing with the loss of income or a loved one.
As the vaccine rollout eases travel restrictions both near and far, it’s starting to feel like everyone
wants out right now. Being one of those folks, I emailed astrologer David Scoroposki, asking for a
suggestion on where a Cancer like myself and my husband should consider traveling after the pandemic. He told me without solicitation or pause that my ideal destination would be the Greek
islands—ironically a place we had just purchased airfare to. In an even more mystical turn of events,
he told us the exact dates we’d booked would be ideal for traveling.
As you two look to restore some normalcy in your lives, a romantic trip with bae is going to be a
much-welcomed break from the monotony of the Groundhog Day-like lives we’ve lived over the past
year-plus. To decide on the right destination to reinvigorate your relationship and dip your toe back
into travel, it’ll very much depend on your astrological sign and what you’re most seeking from a
post-vaccine world. Below, let our team of expert astrologers guide you to the right place.
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A typical Leo has probably spent a lot of the quarantine fixating on their partner, Lettman says.
While that’s a good thing, it can also be healthy to go somewhere where you and your S.O. spend
time together while also indulging in your own solo activities.

Where to Stay: Le Barthélemy Hotel & Spa, St. Bart’s
Why a Leo Will Love It: There’s so much to do on this tiny exotic island, even more than meets the
eye. Start your day at the hotel’s incredible breakfast buffet, which overlooks a short, sandy beach
and sheltered cove. You can then make your way to the island’s famed beaches—notables include
Shell, Gouverneur, and Colombier. Once you’re done splashing around together, separate for a
walking tour of Gustavia. The island’s port town has everything from high-end boutiques and jewelry
stores to museums and cigar lounges. Just make sure you reconvene for dinner at Tamarin, an
incredible dining experience in a dreamy jungle-like environment.

